
Chapter One 
Tiny picked up the mobile phone, and made the call. “He’s 

leaving now. We’re following him. Do it at Knight Street 

like we planned. I’ll call you when we’re close. Be ready.” 

The voice on the other end of the call replied, “I’ll be there, 

man. Don’t worry about it. You just make sure Grimly’s 

ready.” 

“He’s in the truck with me. He’ll be ready. We'll be there 

probably in ten minutes, and you’re with us after it’s done.” 

“Is the dude driving the Volvo?” 

“Yeah. It’s dark blue.” 

“Ok. Ten minutes.” 

~~~ 

Eric Multon slid behind the wheel of his 1993 Honda Civic, 

and looked at his watch. It was 11:14 p.m. on January 3, 

2006. Late. Rachel would not be too happy, but at least she 

understood. Eric wasn't out chasing other women while his 

wife was home with the baby. She wasn't accusing him of 

that, which was a relief. 

Eric was 24 years old. He’d graduated three years ago from 

the University of Iowa, and was working in the small, but 

growing, movie digital effects industry in Vancouver, 

British Columbia. As a junior software programmer for an 

internationally known special effects company, he often 

had to work late. It was tough, but he knew he had to put 

his time in before he could move up in the company. That’s 



how it went in the software industry. He sent a text to his 

wife telling her that he on his way. 

The 13-year-old car started without hesitation. It was 

reliable, but not very attractive. He thought that someday, 

maybe, he might lease a BMW 535xi or maybe the X-5 

SUV. He really wanted a Beemer. The all-wheel-drive 

models interested him. Going up into the mountains. 

Taking his kid and wife skiing. It was a nice thought. The 

all-wheel-drive systems were supposed to be incredible in 

snow when coupled with some excellent ice and snow 

radials. Someday. But for now, the white Civic DX 

hatchback, with its manual transmission and an under-

powered sewing-machine engine, was his chariot. At least 

it was paid for.  

He left the office in Vancouver, and turned east towards 

Burnaby. He lived almost exactly twenty kilometers away. 

He expected to be in bed by 11:45 p.m. Driving home, he 

thought of the upcoming three o’clock in the morning 

feeding. Eric Thomas was six months old, and was still 

waking up in the night hungry. All the books written by 

expert pediatricians said most babies would be sleeping 

through the night by six months, but not Eric Thomas. ET, 

as Eric had nicknamed his son, was still up every night 

proving even educated kid doctors can be totally wrong. 

They were both looking forward to a good night’s sleep, 

any time now. Eric remembered the days before the baby. 

They were working hard, getting ahead, but there was time 

for love. They dated, even after they were married, until the 

baby came. Eric loved his son, but he missed his girlfriend, 

who was also his wife. The transition from couple to family 

was tough. He supposed it was the same for every couple. 



Eric Thomas was beautiful though, and Eric looked 

forward to doing some Dad stuff with his son; skiing, 

hockey, baseball. So far though, ET’s only accomplishment 

seems to have been to take over his spot in the bed, and lay 

claim to two of his favorite parts of his wife as his own 

personal feeding station. Rachel didn’t like Eric calling the 

baby ET, but she could not help but smirk a little. All 

infants heads come out a little squashed, and ET was no 

exception. There had been a certain resemblance to that 

most famous alien. Eric decided he would handle the early 

morning diaper change, as penance for working so late. 

Rachel was a great mother, but it took a toll. Like most 

fathers, Eric felt a little bad about the amount of work it 

took to be the mother of an infant and the relatively small 

amount he contributed as a working father. He would try to 

let her sleep the night through. The software development 

went well today and he could arrive a little late tomorrow. 

The current software project centered around a morphing 

library to seamlessly render a peice of film of a real freight 

train engine moving at 80 kilometers per hour into an 

animated 100-year-old steam engine, moving at 50 

kilometers per hour. It looked to Eric like the team had 

broken the back of the problem and what a problem it had 

been. It came down to scaling the images carefully, making 

sure the transition looked normal. The wheels were a 

fucking issue. The modern engine only had eight wheels all 

the same diameter. The steam engine had 22 wheels in 

three different sizes. Eric had suggested the solution, which 

was to have the wheels pop into existence, with 

exaggerated flexing and shaking, and then finally magically 

lining up on the rails. That was the good news. The bad 



news was that there was still a shit load of software to be 

written, and time was short. There were a lot of late nights 

in the immediate future. But that was also the good news. 

The upside was that the young branch office of the 

company would likely get more work. That meant some 

level of stability for Eric and his young family, and any 

amount of stability in the software industry was rare. 

Rachel understood that. She supported him, even if that 

meant he had to work some seriously late work nights. 

Driving southeast on Kingsway out of downtown 

Vancouver toward Burnaby is not the best way to see the 

Lower Mainland Eric reflected. The skyline of the city was 

behind him, and to see the glorious North Shore Mountains, 

one would have to crane their head all the way around to 

the left. There was no good way to see them while driving, 

especially late at night, when it was raining. The thing 

about the Vancouver area was this; it's a rain forest. A 

friend had once said to Eric “There’s rain. There’re trees. 

Everything else is optional.” That certainly seemed to fit 

this evening. The rain was not the hard, torrential stuff that 

was portrayed in every thriller based in the Caribbean 

during hurricane season. This stuff was a steady rain that 

fell for hours, and days and weeks without end, in an 

attempt to crush the souls of those poor bastards unlucky 

enough to have to live in the area. This January was having 

a near record number of rainy days. At least there was no 

snow. The temperature was about 3 degrees Celsius; cold, 

but above freezing. The forecast was calling for the same 

weather for the next week. 

Approaching Knight Street, all six lanes of Kingsway were 

almost deserted. There was a dark sedan and a full sized 



pick-up behind him. Otherwise, the main artery connecting 

the Burnaby and New Westminster suburbs of Vancouver 

and the downtown core of Vancouver was just an 

abandoned, foggy strip of wet asphalt. Eric was spending 

fifty percent of his brain driving, and the rest thinking of 

his work, his family, and the bills he had to pay. The light 

was green to Kingsway traffic at Knight. Eric was driving 

in the fast lane; the lane furthest from the curb. A quarter of 

a block before the intersection, the dark sedan passed him 

in the lane to his right. He barely registered there was 

another car stopped in the southbound lanes of Knight 

Street. As they approached Knight Street, the truck behind 

Eric moved to the curb side lane, away from Eric and the 

sedan in front of him. At the last possible second, the car in 

the southbound Knight Street lanes powered into 

Kingsway, and stopped in front of the sedan. The driver of 

the dark sedan in front of him, a Volvo Eric saw, slammed 

on his brakes. The Volvo squirreled around a bit, got 

sideways in the road and crashed passenger side to 

passenger side into the old, large Malibu that had just 

entered the intersection. The impact was violent, spraying 

bent and broken Volvo and Malibu parts all over the 

intersection. The cars careened off each other, and came to 

rest, roughly facing each other, askew in the intersection. 

There were bright flashes of white light. Eric hammered on 

the brakes, and managed to bring the Civic to a stop in the 

oncoming lanes, stalling the engine. 

For just the briefest interval of time, everything seemed to 

be still. Then a bunch of things happened at the same time; 

things that would change the life of Eric forever. Both 

drivers emerged from their cars. The Volvo driver was 



holding his face, with blood running through his fingers. 

The driver of the Malibu was limping away. He was not 

looking at anything. He was heading to the curb on the 

south side of Kingsway as fast as his bruised legs would get 

him there. He was seemingly not concerned about his car, 

the other guy’s car, or for that matter the other driver. The 

pickup truck powered up, and stopped 10 meters from the 

wreck. Eric was still sitting in his car in shock. A part of his 

brain was just beginning to catch up with what his eyes 

were seeing. Eric watched as two guys, two very big guys, 

jumped out of the truck. The larger guy - well over 180 

centimeters - headed to the curb, and grabbed the driver of 

the Malibu. He hauled him bodily back to the pickup, 

climbed in the box, and pulled on the wounded driver until 

they were both in the box of the half ton. At the same time, 

the driver of the truck jumped out and sprinted over to the 

Volvo driver, who was still stumbling around holding his 

broken nose. The driver of the truck pulled a large frame 

hand gun from somewhere under his shirt. The gun had a 

very long barrel. Later, Eric would think it had a silencer, 

but at the time not much rational thought was going 

through his head. He was recording stuff, but not yet 

processing it. The big man with the long-barrel handgun 

pumped four rounds into the still dazed driver, dropping 

him like a marionette with its strings cut. He sprinted back 

to the driver’s side of the truck, slammaed the door, and 

took off. The elapsed time from the impact until the truck 

leaving was less than 10 seconds. Just as the Ford F-150 

pickup was accelerating away, Eric saw the big guy and the 

Malibu driver, who were still in the box of the truck, look 

up. The big guy looked around, and then locked eyes with 



Eric. The two of them looked at each for an eternity that 

lasted about two seconds. There was fear in both their eyes, 

but of a different type. As the truck started to leave the 

intersection to the Southeast, he pulled out a gun, and fired 

shots at Eric, missing completely. The driver of the half ton 

immediately slammed on the brakes. There was some 

shouting between the driver and the guys in the truck bed, 

and the truck pulled a u-turn on Kingsway, and accelerated 

back towards Eric. This put him, for the moment, out of 

sight of the two dudes in the back. Needing no more 

encouragement, Eric shook off his stupor, and cranked the 

car. The reliable Honda started right away, and Eric turned 

left and fled north bound on Knight Street. The truck came 

right after him. Although the aging Ford had more power, 

the little Honda had a cornering advantage. Additionally, 

Eric did not have two friends hanging on outside of his car 

he had to worry about. Large guys Number One and Two 

were hanging on for dear life, guns nowhere in sight. Eric 

drove like hell and, despite the suddenness of the situation, 

he held his own. Eventually, he lost his pursuers in the 

Little Italy part of Burnaby. He thought of pulling over to 

collect his thoughts but was afraid of getting caught by the 

shooters. He thought of going home, but a paranoid part of 

him worried about being followed there, and bringing this 

new horror to his sleeping family. He checked the gas 

gauge; a little over half a tank. Maybe two hundred 

kilometers. He headed west on Hastings to Boundary, then 

south on Boundary, eventually working his way into 

Richmond. He drove for one-and-a-half hours without 

stopping. Around 1:40 in the morning, he gassed up at a 

Chevron station on Highway 99 between Richmond, South 



Surrey and White Rock. He called his wife. She was tired, 

groggy, a little pissed at being awakened, and a little 

worried he was not home. He tried to explain the situation 

but that was impossible. She was just not getting the gist of 

what he was saying. He contented himself with sending her 

another text telling Rachel that he had witnessed a murder. 

She had to keep the door locked and the curtains closed. 

There was no way they could know where he lived. There 

was no way they could even know who he was. Rachel did 

not text him back. He knew she had gone back to sleep. She 

probably never even came fully awake.  

On impulse, he drove out to the Vancouver International 

Airport. He parked the Honda in short term parking, 

walked into the arrivals terminal, and rented a Ford Taurus 

from Hertz. He decided he needed to see the scene of the 

accident again. And he wanted to see if the truck was still 

driving around. 

As he turned to leave the airport, he thought he should have 

put his Honda in long term parking, just in case. But it was 

late, and he was not expecting to be gone more than a 

couple of hours, so he left it.  

It took him twenty minutes to get back to Kingsway and 

Knight Street. He hadn't thought about what would happen 

at the scene of the accident and murder, but the place was 

swarming with police. The two wrecked cars were still in 

the intersection, though the body of the driver had been 

removed. For some reason, he was subconsciously 

expecting the intersection to be abandoned, as it normally 

would in the early morning.  



He wondered what he was doing. He had been driving 

around looking over his shoulder for hours. He was tired. 

He was worrying about Rachel, and what she was thinking. 

In front of him were the cops who were investigating the 

murder that he had witnessed. He decided to just park the 

car and give a statement to the cops. He would see how 

long he would be. After he got to the police station, he 

would call Rachel, and tell her what was going on. Surely 

witnessing a murder would be enough of a reason for being 

late, he joked to himself. As he pulled up to the 

intersection, he heard the rumble of a motorcycle beside 

him. He glanced over. To his shock, he saw the huge guy 

from the pickup truck sitting on a late model Harley Dyna. 

The guy was wearing a Dark Horsemen leather vest. Eric 

was stunned. The murder he had witnessed was a carried 

out by the Horsemen, and they were back, checking out the 

scene. The rider backed his bike against the curb, lowered 

the kick stand, and walked straight up to one of the cops. 

Eric thought that took some guts.  

The guy was a huge. Thinking in American units, Eric 

estimated he was about 6’8” in his biker boots. He was sure 

the guy weighed in around 350 pounds. He was big, with a 

gut from too much beer, but muscular all over. He saw the 

Sergeant-at-Arms patch on the front of the vest on the right 

side, and the word Tiny stitched on the left side. Great, the 

hit man had a sense of humor. The biker seemed 

completely unaffected by the rain. 

Eric watched the conversation with between the biker and a 

short, female detective. It was clear they knew each other, 

and it was just as clear they didn’t like each other. But the 

detective was not treating Tiny, if that was his nickname, as 



a suspect. It was pretty bold, going to the detective, and 

engaging her, given his involvement in the crime. Eric 

decided he would make a statement to the cops in the 

morning. He was pretty sure that the biker named Tiny 

would recognize him if looked behind him. In fact, if he 

was still sitting in the car when the man turned back to his 

bike, which he must do at some point in the immediate 

future, barring an unlikely arrest by the Vancouver Police, 

then Tiny would be looking almost directly at him. He 

eased the rental through the police stop. At the next light, 

he turned north, and cruised through Little Italy again. 

After driving around for 20 minutes, he caught sight of a 

pair of Harleys cruising slowly down a residential street. 

Five minutes later, he saw the pick-up truck cross his path 

half a block ahead of him. The implication was clear. The 

Horsemen were looking for the Honda. 

 


